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ABSTRACT
Many natural phenomena can be nicely represented by concepts
of moving regions. For example, hurricanes, rain clouds, pollution
zones, etc., change shape and position over time. Current models of
moving regions have proven to be difficult to translate effectively
to implementation for two reasons: i) algorithms for operations,
such as intersection, are difficult to implement, and ii) creating instances of moving regions from data sources is difficult. In this
paper, we create a new model of moving regions at the abstract,
discrete, and implementation levels that overcome the difficulties
of previous models. The CMR model focuses moving region representation at temporal instants, allowing the model to focus on
temporally static regions; thus, algorithms for data collection and
operations can be implemented using largely 2-dimensional algorithms, which are well understood. The result is a model that aligns
well with data collection techniques, can be implemented easily,
and allows complex movement patterns to be easily depicted.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Moving object databases focus on the storage and analysis of
spatial objects that change in shape and position over time. Traditional moving object types include moving points, moving lines,
and moving regions. For example, a vehicle can be represented as
a moving point, a fast moving river that changes course over time
may be represented as a moving line, and a raincloud that moves
across a state can be represented as a moving region. Moving object data exist in many fields, including meteorology, climatology,
biology, forestry, etc.
Much research in the literature investigates moving object data
models, algebras, and analysis techniques; however, few prototype
systems exist, and systems that implement moving regions are especially rare. The lack of moving region systems, in particular,
seems to stem from two characteristics of existing moving region
models i) generating moving region data from sensors is challenging, and ii) the algorithms proposed to implement operations on
moving regions are complex and operate in 3-dimensional space.
Progress has been made on the first characteristic in the form of algorithms that can build moving regions from a series of snapshots
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of static regions; however, algorithms on moving regions remain
quite difficult to implement.
In this paper, we propose a new model of moving regions called
the Component based Moving Region (CMR) model. The CMR
model aims to achieve a model of moving regions that meets the
following goals:
1. The model aligns with data collection mechanisms such that
moving region data can be easily integrated into CMR systems from sensors.
2. Users can create moving regions with complex movement
patterns easily.
3. Algorithms to compute operations, such as geometric set operations, use mostly 2-dimensional algorithms that are well
understood and are currently used in non-moving spatial systems.
4. The model is compatible with existing moving object models
such that the algebras developed for existing models apply to
the CMR model as well.
The first goal is achieved by focusing the model around known
data. For example, moving region data is often collected from
sensors; these sensors, be they image based, video, aggregates of
temperature sensors, etc., effectively provide timestamped snapshots of moving regions. Thus, to create a temporally continuous
moving region from these snapshots, one must interpolate between
them. When an interpolation occurs, a guess is being made as to
how the region behaves in between the snapshots. Therefore, the
CMR model is designed to store the snapshots explicitly, and use a
generic motion function to generate the interpolation when needed.
This design aligns directly with data collection techniques, allows
users to control the detail of data by inserting as many snapshots as
they wish, and allows domain specific motion functions to be used
in particular applications.
The second goal of the CMR model is achieved by separating
the semantic interpretation of a region from its physical representation. For example, users are able to create a region containing
what is usually considered to be invalid structure, e.g., faces that
overlap, and holes that do not intersect faces. Allowing such structure provides flexibility in creating moving regions, and flexibility
in creating motion patterns. When the region is required for analysis, a valid region is extracted from the seemingly invalid structure
using region type verification algorithms.
Finally, the third goal of the algorithm is achieved by, again, focusing on snapshots of a moving region at particular time instants.
Most of geometric operations will occur over temporally static regions at fixed time instants, and the motion between the instants
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Figure 1: Example of a simple point (a), line (b) and region (c).
will again be interpolated. Taking this approach allows traditional
2-dimensional geometric algorithms to be used compute snapshots
such that the regions in between the snapshots can again be interpolated.
Section 2 reviews related work. We begin introducing the CMR
model at the abstract level in Section 3. In order to define the
model correctly, we present definitions of traditional spatial types
and build the model from them. Methods to discretize the abstract
model are discussed in Section 4. In Section 5, we provide algorithms to compute operations over CMR model moving regions. An
example in Section 6 demonstrates the use of the model. Finally, in
Section 7, we draw some conclusions.

2.

RELATED WORK

Databases that support the storage, management, and querying
of spatiotemporal data have seen many milestones [9]. Among the
various models, moving object models have been of particular interest. Moving object models align well with the representation of
many natural phenomena, and have grown out of concepts of space
that are used in geographic information systems, making them a
natural choice for extensions of space into the temporal realm. In
Section 2.1, we review the traditional spatial types. In Section 2.2,
we review models of moving objects.

2.1

Spatial Objects

Spatial data modeling began with the development of the simple spatial objects: simple points, simple lines, and simple regions
(Figure 1). Simple points represent a single point in space, simple
lines are connected structures, and simple regions contain a single
face and no holes in the face. The simple spatial types suffered
from inability to represent many aspects of geographic reality, and
could not ensure type closure under operations.
Complex spatial object models emerged as solution to the problems encountered by the simple object models. The complex spatial types consist of complex points, complex lines, and complex regions (Figure 2). A complex point contains many individual points,
a complex line represents possibly disconnected networks, and a
complex region can contain multiple faces, each containing zero or
more holes. Formal definitions for complex types, based on point
set theory, are provided in [10]. In section 3, we require definitions
of some of the simple and complex types; however, we use a different formalization based on the spatial type definitions presented
in [4, 7] that is somewhat more concise.

2.2

Moving Objects

Moving object data models have been proposed in the literature
at both the abstract and discrete levels [5, 6, 11, 13, 1]. Most notably, an algebra describing moving object types of moving point,
moving line and moving region, together with operations over the
types, is developed in [5, 1]. The general approach in that model is
extend the traditional complex types into the temporal domain by
providing a function t that maps instants in a set time to an arbitrary
type a:
t(a) : time ! a
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Figure 2: Example of a complex point (a), line (b) and region
(c).
The application of the t function to the complex types results in
the corresponding moving object types:
t(point) ! moving point
t(line) ! moving line
t(region) ! moving region
Note that these definitions themselves are quite unrestrictive, allowing for object movement that may not be expected, or even considered to be possible. For example, a region can simply spring into
existence for an instant, then disappear only to re-emerge at a different location in the next instant. In observable reality, there are few
objects that can instantaneously translate themselves over space in
a time instant in such a disconnected way. Thus, it is sometimes
useful to impose continuity requirements on moving objects, requiring them to exist for a time interval, no matter how short, after
appearing.
In our model, we define moving objects at the abstract level in
much the same way as discussed above, with one major difference.
The difference is that the model discussed above maps time instants
to valid, temporally static types in order to produce a valid moving
object. For example, a valid region is one in which its faces are
disjoint or meet at a discrete number of points; thus a valid moving region is created from valid complex regions, ensuring that the
complex region extracted from a moving region at any time instant
is valid. In our model, we purposefully define a type of static region that contains structural properties that violate the traditional
type definition of complex regions. For example, we allow faces
of a region to intersect, and holes to exist outside of a region face;
however, we also define a semantic interpretation of that structure
that results in a valid region once the structure is interpreted. In this
way, we provide type consistency and achieve flexibility in defining
moving objects, representing motion, and capturing moving objects
from sensor sources. However, it should be noted that because our
region model is always interpreted as a valid region, it remains consistent with the algebra defined in [5]. In fact, the purpose for allowing structural abnormalities (as opposed to the traditional type
definitions) is to create simple algorithms for data analysis over
moving regions.
The discrete model of moving objects presented in [1] defines
techniques for discretizing the abstract model. In short, moving objects are represented as a collection of interval objects in which discretized boundaries of the objects are defined as they move over a
time interval; the name for this representation is the slice representation. Discretized object boundaries are considered to be polygonal line strings. Each interval effectively defines the path of each
end point of a segment forming the boundary of a spatial object
as it travels across the interval. As such, each end point of a line
segment can be assigned its own unique movement function; this
approach differs from our approach in which a global motion function is used to generate the motion of objects across intervals. In
addition to discrete data models, the slice representation also provides algorithms for some spatial operations over moving objects.
In particular, the algorithm for computing the intersection of two

moving regions is shown; this algorithm is a 3-dimensional algorithm in the sense that it operates over 3-dimensional objects. We
provide a moving region intersection algorithm for the CMR model
that uses a combination of 3-dimensional triangle/triangle intersection algorithms and well known 2-dimensional spatial algorithms in
order to generate a moving region corresponding to the intersection
of two input moving regions. The design of the CMR model to take
advantage of more simple algorithms for implementing operations
is deliberate, and is a strength of the model.
Finally, the models described in [5, 1] are, at least in part, implemented in the prototype system in [2]. However, it is not clear
if the full algebras are implemented, and in particular, if the moving region operations were successfully implemented. In fact, other
than that system, there is a distinct lack of moving region prototype
systems. This stems from the difficulty of creating moving region
data that fits the slice representation of moving regions, and the
complexity of the algorithms needed to perform analysis on them.
The CMR model, on the other hand, is designed to align with data
collection mechanisms, and to reduce algorithms over moving region types to collections of algorithms over temporally static types
when possible.

3.

ABSTRACT DATA MODEL

In this section, we provide definitions of temporally static regions, and then provide a mathematical model of moving regions
that will be later transformed to a discrete representation. Our
approach to defining the spatial types is to create mappings from
points in the Euclidean plane to labels. Points in the plane that
are mapped to the same label are then considered as a point set.
If these point sets exhibit certain properties, then they will form
valid regions. Before we proceed, some notational definitions are
necessary. Our definitions are based upon formal models of spatial
partitions in [4, 7].
Let (X, T ) be a topological space1 with topology T ✓ 2X , and
let S ✓ X. The interior of S, denoted by S , is defined as the union
of all open sets that are contained in S. The closure of S, denoted
by S is defined as the intersection of all closed sets that contain S.
The exterior of S is given by S := (X S) , and the boundary or
frontier of S is defined as ∂S := S \ X S. An open set is regular if
A = A . The type of regular open sets is closed under intersection.
In this paper, we deal with topological space R2 .
Every member of a regular open point set in the plane is contained in a neighborhood of points that are also members of that
set. We define the neighborhood of a given point p = (px , py ) in
two dimensions as the set of points forming a circle around p with
an infinitesimally small radius r. We define the neighborhood operation which returns the set of points contained in the neighborhood
of p:
:= R2

2
! 2R

N
N(p) = {(x, y)|(x

px )2 + (y

py )2 = (r)2 }

We define regions as a special case of spatial partitions [4]. In
[4], the authors define the concept of a spatial mapping as a mapping from points in R2 to labels. Points with identical labels are denoted “blocks”. Spatial partitions are then defined as spatial mappings such that blocks representing regions are regular open point
sets, and blocks representing boundaries of regions are labeled with
the labels of all adjacent regions. We are concerned with a spe1 In

a topological space, the following S
three axioms hold [3]: (i)
U,V 2 T ! U \ V 2 T , (ii) S ✓ T ! U2S U 2 T , and (iii) X 2
T, 0/ 2 T . The elements of T are called open sets, their complements
in X are called closed sets, and the elements of X are called points.

cial case of spatial partitions that represents regions as defined in
[10]. A spatial mapping is a mapping from points in the topological
plane to members of the power set 2A where A is the set of labels
that are used in a specific partition , i.e., p : R2 ! 2A .
Definition 1 A spatial mapping is a total mapping p : R2 ! A
2A .

S

The application of a function f : A ! B to a set of values S ✓ A
is defined as f (S) := { f (x)|x 2 S} ✓ B. The inverse function f 1 :
B ! 2A of f is defined f 1 (y) := {x 2 S| f (x) = y}. f 1 is a total
function and f 1 applied to a set yields a set of sets.
In this paper, we are concerned with defining spatial structures
composed of the traditional spatial data types of point, line, and region; therefore, we are concerned with spatial mappings that map
points in Euclidean space to labels in the set A = {•, ?}. This leads
to the possibility of up to three blocks resulting from a spatial mapping: i) the block with label {•}, used to denote the interior of a
region, ii) the block with label {•, ?}, used to indicate line or point
structures that have no area, and iii) the block with label {?}, used
to indicate the exterior of spatial objects. Note that we provide
alternate notations for interior, exterior, and boundary blocks for
spatial mappings (as opposed to the traditional notation for spatial
objects) since the the interiors, exteriors, and boundaries of some
spatial objects are defined differently (notably lines). Spatial objects are formed from spatial mappings with restrictions; we use
the usual notation for interior, exterior, and boundary on those objects.
Definition 2 The structures
of a spatial mapping are:
S
(i)
r(p) := r2p 1 ({•}) r
(interior)
S
(ii)
b(p) := r2p 1 ({•,?}) r
(boundary)
S
(iii)
e(p) := r2p 1 ({?}) r
(exterior)
where r(p), b(p) and e(p) are each point sets.
A spatial region is then defined as a spatial mapping where the
interior and exterior are regular open point sets, and the boundary is
the intersection of the closure of the interior and exterior. We also
provide the standard notation for interior, exterior and boundary of
a region
Definition 3 A region is a spatial mapping pr : R2 ! 2A where:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

8r 2 {r(p
), e(pr )} :r is a regular open set
Sr
b(pr ) = s=r r|r2{r(pr ),e(pr )} s
pr = r(pr )
∂pr = b(pr )
pr = e(pr )

A simple region is a special case of region that consists of one,
connected face with no holes.
Definition 4 A simple region is a region ps : R2 ! 2A where:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

r(ps ) is a connected regular open point set
e(ps ) is a connected regular open point set
ps = r(ps )
∂ps = b(ps )
ps = e(ps )

A simple point consists of a single (x, y) coordinate in euclidean
space. Points have the unique feature that their interiors are empty,
therefore, a simple point is a spatial mapping with the restrictions
that the cardinality of the boundary point set will be one, and the
interior point set will be equal to the empty set:

Definition 5 A simple point is a spatial mapping p p : R2 ! 2A
where:
(i)
r(p p ) = 0/
(ii)
|b(p p )| = 1
(iii)
e(p p ) = R2
(iv)
ps = r(ps )
(v)
∂ps = b(ps )
(vi)
ps = e(ps )
For the purposes of this paper, we require line structures that do
not contain loops, and that are connected. Note that we do allow a
line to branch. We denote this type of line a simple line. Eliminating loops is specified by requiring the exterior point set of a line to
be connected. From the perspective of a spatial mapping, lines are
similar to points in that every point in the point set describing the
closure of a line will carry both the interior and exterior labels. The
boundary of a line is considered to be the end points of the line,
i.e., a line is defined as a one-dimension open point set embedded
in two-dimensions. Thus, the boundary of the line is the closure of
the line minus the original line, just as with two-dimensional open
point sets. It is convenient to define the end points as points on the
line with a neighborhood of cardinality 1. Note that due to the one
dimensional nature of lines, the b function returns a closed point
set. Because a line is a one dimensional structure and the exterior
is a two-dimensional open set, the closure of a line’s exterior will
be equivalent to R2 ; this constraint enforces the one dimensional
structure of a line:
Definition 6 A simple line is a spatial mapping pl : R2 ! 2A where:
(i)
r(pl ) = 0/
(ii)
b(pl ) 6= 0/ and is a one-dimensional, connected,
regular closed point set
(iii)
e(pl ) = R2
(iv)
pl = {p 2 b(pl )|N(p) > 1}
(v)
∂pl = {p 2 b(pl )|N(p) = 1}
(vi)
pl = e(pl )
We now define a structural region as the basis for our data model
of moving regions. The structural region definition departs from
traditional spatial type definitions in that the structure of the region
does not explicitly imply the interpretation of the type; for example, traditional regions are defined such that the structure of a valid
region type is a valid region. In other words, no special interpretation of the structure is necessary. Structural regions differ from
this approach in that a structural region contains components that,
without interpretation, define an invalid region; however, structural
regions must be interpreted using an extraction function to extract
the valid region defined by the structural region instance. This becomes clear from the fact that a structural region is defined as four
sets: a set of faces, a set of holes, a set of lines, and a set of points.
The set of faces consists of simple regions, and imposes no restrictions on the regions. simple regions in the face set are allowed to
overlap, share boundaries, etc. Similarly, the set of holes is a set of
simple regions that have no restrictions other than they must adhere
to the simple region definition (e.g., they must be simple cycles);
holes are not required to lie in a face, for instance. The set of points
contains simple points, and the set of lines contains lines as defined
previously. The point and line set are unnecessary for representing
regions, but are required for the transition to moving regions. We
use the term component of a structural region to refer to a member
of the set of faces, holes, lines, or points.
The interior of a structural region is defined as the union of all
faces minus the union of all holes; thus, holes that do not fall in a
face have no effect (again, this property becomes important in the
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Figure 3: A structural region (a) and the interpretation of its
interior, exterior, and boundary (b).
transition to moving regions). Because faces are defined as regular
open point sets, the boundary of the regions is computed from the
closure of the interior. Finally, the exterior is the difference of the
embedding space and the interior. Thus, the interior, boundary, and
exterior are interpreted from the structural components defining the
region. Let [D] indicate the set of all valid instances of type D:
Definition 7 A structural region S is a tuple S = (F, H, L, P) where:
(i)
(ii)
(vi)
(vii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

F := { f 2 [ps ]}
H := {h 2 [ps ]}
L := {l 2 [pl ]}
P := {p
2 [p p ]} S
S
S := f 2F f
h2H h
S := R2 S
T
∂S := S S

Let S = (F, H, L, P) be a structural region, we use the notation
C(S) = F [ H [ L [ P to denote the set of all component objects in
S.
An example structural region depicting each of the possible components is shown in Figure 3. Figure 3a depicts all structural components, and Figure 3b depicts the interpretation of the region (its
interior, boundary and exterior). Note that since the components of
a structural region are regular open point sets, and the interpretation
of the interior, exterior, and boundary are based on set operations
of the regular open point sets, the interpretation will always form a
valid region [4, 10, 7]; this follows from the property that regular
open point sets are closed under intersection, union, and difference.
Time is a set of instants such that each instant t is a real number.
This representation allows access to the concept of a time instant,
provides a total ordering on instants, and provides a continuous
definition of time:
Definition 8 T = {t 2 R}
Structural regions are temporally static. To create a spatiotemporal type that allows the representation of a moving region, we must
associate structural regions with a temporal component. Interval
regions are defined as a pair of structural regions, each associated
with a timestamp, such that the region associated with the earlier
timestamp is the source and the region associated with the later
timestamp is the destination. An interval region describes the motion of a region as it travels from the source to the destination over
the time interval.
The movement of an interval region is defined by specifying the
movement of each individual component of the source region as it
travels over the interval to one or more components of the destination region. This movement is specified using two parts:
1. A component mapping: the component mapping maps a component from the source region to a component in the destination region. No restrictions are placed on the mapping, and
any component in the source region may map to any component in the destination region.

2. A movement function: The movement function defines how
a component from the source region progresses over the interval to arrive at its destination location and shape defined
by the component in the destination region identified by the
component mapping.
The lack of restrictions on the component mapping allows complex motion patterns to be represented easily. For example, a face
in a source region may map to a hole in a destination region. The
interpretation of this scenario, detailed later, will be that a face travels across a time interval, then disappears the instant it reaches the
time of the destination region. Such movement may be practical
in some applications (for example, a region representing a temperature above a certain threshold that disappears as soon as the
temperature drops below the threshold).
As stated above, we assume the motion function takes a source
and destination component as arguments, and creates a motion plan
describing the motion of the source component across the interval. The motion function will return a 3-dimensional volume, with
time as the third dimension, that represents this movement. Such 3dimensional representations are common in moving object models.
One important note about the movement function is that we assume
that a single, general motion function is used for all structural regions in a particular system. In Section 5, we will define operations
that require this assumption. This assumption represents a tradeoff
between the ability to specify more specific movement in individual moving regions vs the ability to create general algorithms for
operations that can take advantage of 2-dimensional algorithms on
a 3-dimensional object. Note that a user can always introduce more
explicit control over motion by creating more interval regions that
each cover shorter time intervals.
Formally, the motion function will map instants in time to points,
lines, and regions. Although the model does not explicitly require
the mapping to result in a continuously moving object, many applications will have such a requirement.
Definition 9 Let a = [simple region [ simple line [ simple point]
A motion function is a mapping from time to components:
m:T !a
In practice, the motion function will be constrained to the temporal
bounds of the interval region
8 to which it applies: 9
< s for t = t1 ,
=
d for t = t2 ,
f (s 2 a,t1 , d 2 a,t2 ) :=
:
;
m(t) for t1 < t < t2

The definition of the motion function is deliberately general to allow the adoption of motion functions for specific domains.
Equipped with the concepts of structural regions, component
mappings, and motion functions, we are now able to defined interval regions. An interval region is a structural region associated
with time. An interval region describes the motion of a structural
region over a specified time interval. An interval region is defined
by a structural region at the beginning of the time interval, denoted
the source region, and a structural region at the end of the time interval, denoted the destination region. The interval region contains
a start and an end time, respectively associated with the source and
destination regions. The motion of the region across the interval
is defined by the component mapping M. The component mapping in conjunction with a motion function define the movement
of the region across the interval. The requirement that M be total
and surjective insures that all components of the source and destination region exist across the time interval, and not simply at the
boundary. The existence of components only at the boundary instants enforces all components within an interval to exist for the
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Figure 4: An interval region defined by a structural region (a)
at time t1 and a structural region (b) at time t2 . Each of the
structural regions contains a shaded face and a hole. The hole
will move across the face over the time interval. The interpretation of the interval region, determined by computing the interior, exterior, and boundary of the structural region at every
time instant across the interval, is shown as (c).
same amount of time. Furthermore, the rule that the start and end
instants be different enforce temporal semi-continuity over a set of
intervals; in other words, objects are not allowed to exist for only an
instant, but must for some time interval, however small. This final
requirement eases the definition of operations in later sections.
Definition 10 An interval region is a pair of structural regions (S,
D) 2 [structural region] and a mapping M, where
(i)
S := ((FS , HS , LS , PS ), TS )
(ii)
D := ((FD , HD , LD , PD ), TD )
(iii)
M:= C(S) ! C(D)
(iv)
TS , TD 2 T and TS < TD
(v)
M is total and surjective
The definition of an interval region creates the ability to represent
complex motion patterns in a simple manner. For example, a simple
conception of a region in which a hole moves across the face of
the region is complex to represent in other moving region models,
especially at the implementation level. Because structural regions
have a separate structural representation and interpretation, such a
scene is easily represented in our model at the abstract level, and,
we show later, in the implementation level. An example of such
a scene and its interpretation is shown in Figure 4. Recall that an
interval region will define a structural region at every time instant
for which it is defined; the interpretation of the interval region is
visualized as the interpretation of the structural regions at all time
instants for which the interval region is defined.
Finally, a moving region is a set of interval regions:
Definition 11 A moving region is a set of interval regions that may
overlap at boundaries in time, but do not overlap in temporal interiors. Source time and destination time are inclusive.

4.

DISCRETE DATA MODEL

In this section, we provide discrete concepts required to implement the abstract model. In general, we use traditional discretization approaches for spatial types: the areal spatial types are represented as a collection of straight line segments representing the
boundary of the spatial object, the linear types are represented as a

collection of straight line segments, and the point types are represented simply as their coordinates. As per convention, straight line
segments defining a spatial object do not intersect in the interior of
any line segment.
In order to define motion functions on discrete types, we require
a type that represents the motion of a straight line segment across
an interval. In the discrete realm, a motion function must produce
the motion of a component of a structural region as it travels across
a time interval defined by an interval region. We use the type of
moving segments to represent such motion. We define a moving
segment as a triple of points in 3-dimensional space (time is the
third dimension) in which the the first two items form a straight line
segment at a single time instant, and the third item forms a point.
Therefore, a moving segment always describes the motion of a segment as it constricts across a time interval to a point, or vice versa.
We do not specify a specific function to determine the movement
of the line segment, since our model assumes a single movement
function for all moving regions in a particular application, but the
definition leaves the possibility for a choice of movement functions
at the application level. Thus, we have:
Definition 12 A moving segment is a triple:
(p = (x p , y p , z p ), q = (xq , yq , zq ), s = (xs , ys , zs ))
where p, q, s 2 R3 ^ z p = zq ^ z p 6= zs .
(p, q) is a straight line segment, and s is a single point.
A motion function is then a function that maps a source component and destination component to a set of moving segments that
define the movement of the source component as it travels across
the time interval to the destination component:
Definition 13 Let a = [simple region [ simple line [ simple point]
Let [moving segment] represent the type of all valid moving segments.
A motion function m f is a function that maps a source and destination component, respectively associated with time instants, to a
set of moving segments:
m f : a ⇥ T ⇥ a ⇥ T ! 2[moving segment]
Again, it is expected that a motion function be a general function
applied to all interval regions in a particular application setting; this
is required for operational closure. For the remainder of the paper,
we use the notation m f () to indicate the application of a motion
function. Basic motion functions exist [8, 12] that guarantee type
closure across an interval.

5.

ALGORITHMS

In this section, we provide algorithms to compute the geometric
set intersection operation of intersection between two moving regions under the CMR model. We focus on utilizing well known 2D
algorithms instead of more complex 3D algorithms. 2D algorithms
are relatively simpler to comprehend and implement. Furthermore
the algorithms are applied on snapshots of moving regions, which
align well with data collection mechanisms. Only the intersection
algorithm is included due to space limitations.

5.1

Align Moving Regions

All the algorithms defined in the following sections are binary,
such that they take two moving regions as arguments. In general,
these algorithms require that the argument moving regions have
identical interval boundary times. Therefore, we need to “align”
moving regions that do not have identical interval region boundary
times before we proceed to apply set operations on them.
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Figure 5: Two moving regions (a and b) that are not aligned.
(c) The result of aligning (a) and (b).
The procedure to align two moving regions m1 and m2 begins
by finding the set T of time instances, such that all interval region
boundary times from m1 and m2 exist in T . We then insert interval
region boundaries in m1 for all times in T that do not correspond to
an existing interval region boundary in m1 , and likewise for m2 . For
example, in Figure 5, we align two moving regions, each containing
a single interval region, by breaking one of the interval regions into
two interval regions.
We define the break function to insert the temporal breaks into a
moving region. The implementation is trivial given a set of moving
segments:
break : [moving region] ⇥ 2T ! [moving region]
Algorithm 1 formalizes the alignment procedure. Two new moving regions, RM1 , RM2 , are obtained as a result of aligning two
moving regions M1 and M2 . Line 4 loops over all interval regions
in input moving region M1 . The set of temporal boundaries for interval regions are recorded in line 5. Lines 6-7 repeat the procedure
for M2 . The breaks are added to the input in regions in lines 8-9.
The two moving regions are now aligned and ready for operations.

5.2

Intersection Operation

Recall that our goal is to use 2D operations instead of 3D operations whenever possible. Therefore, the intersection operation is
defined in terms of intersecting two aligned interval regions. The
general approach is to perform 2D intersection operations at the
interval boundaries, then create a new mapping function for the
resulting structures based on the mappings for the input interval regions. Again, this focuses on preserving known data at the snapshot
boundaries, and allows flexibility in deciding movement between
snapshots.
The algorithm to determine the intersection of two moving regions is summarized as follows:
1. At every point, where a moving segment from one region
intersects with a moving segment from another region, we
align both the moving regions.
2. For each interval region that has the same time boundaries
as an interval region from the opposing moving region, we
extract all of it’s corresponding faces.
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Input: Two moving regions, M1 and M2 ;
A set of boundary time values T corresponding to the temporal
boundaries of all interval regions in M1 and M2
Output: Two aligned moving regions RM1 and RM2
RM1 = {};
RM2 = {};
T 0 = {};
foreach IR = (S, D, f , TS , TD ) 2 M1 do
T 0 = T 0 [ {TS , TD };

a

b

foreach IR = (S, D, f , TS , TD ) 2 M2 do
T 0 = T 0 [ {TS , TD };

RM1 = break(M1 , T 0 );
RM2 = break(M2 , T 0 );
Algorithm 1: Aligning two moving regions.
c
3. Each extracted face of that interval region is intersected with
similarly extracted faces of the opposing interval region, at
the aligned time instant.
4. The same procedure is repeated at the other interval boundaries.
5. A new mapping is created to map the resulting structures
across the intervals.
6. In case the region contains holes, we eliminate the holes that
do not affect the faces obtained from the Step 3 and Step
4, and keep the holes that do affect the above intersection
operation.
7. Subsequently, we update the mapping of the hole structures
as well.

For example, Figure 6a shows two intersecting moving regions
that are already aligned. This example is a simple case of regions
without holes. The extracted faces for both the regions are intersecting at t2 . The intersection begins at the time t1 2 when the left
triangle meets the right triangle, and continues until the left triangle ceases to exist at t2 ; thus, the moving regions are also aligned
at t1 2 . To compute the intersection, the temporally static regions
are extracted at all aligned temporal boundaries. At each respective
aligned temporal boundary, the static regions are then intersected,
resulting in objects shown in Figure 6b. At this point, a mapping
must be computed that indicates, for each source object in an interval, what its destination object will be at the opposing interval
boundary (we provide more details in the full algorithm description
that follows). In this simple case, the mapping is trivial because
only two objects exist at each time boundary. Figure 6c depicts the
result of the intersection with the motion function applied.
The complete algorithm for computing the intersection of two
aligned interval regions under the CMR model is shown in Algorithm 2. Because moving regions are simply a set of interval
regions, the intersection of moving regions is computed by computing Algorithm 2 for aligned pairs of interval regions. We walk
through the algorithm using the example of computing the intersection of the interval regions shown in Figure 7. Figure 7 depicts
two interval regions, one of which contains a hole. At time t1 , the
darker shaded interval region intersects both the opposing region
and overlaps the hole in that region. At time t2 , the darker shaded
region has moved to the right such that it no longer overlaps the
hole in the opposing region. For the remainder of this discussion,
let IR1 be the lighter shaded region in Figure 7a and IR2 be the
darker shaded region in Figure 7a.

Figure 6: Intersection operation on two moving regions
The intersection algorithm begins by applying the movement
function to each input interval region, resulting in a set of moving
segments (line 4). A moving segment effectively defines a triangle in 3-dimensional space, thus, computing the intersection points
in a set of moving segments is equivalent to computing the intersections in a set of triangles in 3-dimensional space. Furthermore,
the semantically interesting intersections are the ones in which the
endpoint of a moving segment crosses from the interior of the opposing region to the exterior, or vice versa; therefore, we are only
interested in intersections involving a triangle edge. The temporal component of each such triangle intersection is recorded, and
the input interval regions are re-aligned using this set of temporal
values (line 6). In essence, we are computing the points in which
topological changes occur between the segments of the input interval regions, the time in between the topological changes is interpolated using the motion function. In Figure 7, no such intersections
occur, so the input is not required to be re-aligned. A naive algorithm to compute the intersections in a set of n triangles is trivial in
O(n2 ) time.
Once the input interval regions are aligned, a set of interval regions exists. Each temporally corresponding pair of interval regions from each aligned input interval region are processed individually (lines 8-40). For an aligned pair of interval regions, the
extractFace function is applied to compute the valid region faces
that exist at the temporal boundaries of each interval region (lines
12-13). extractFace computes valid region faces by taking each
face in a structural region and computing the difference of that face
with the union of all holes in the structural region. The extract face
function returns a pair for each valid face consisting of the valid
face and the original face as it existed before the holes were removed. This computation provides two important pieces of data
for the intersection algorithm: i) all faces that are not completely
occluded by holes are computed, and ii) the original faces are maintained for use with the mapping function of the interval region. For
example, Figure 8 depicts a face and hole, which are stored separately as part of a structural region, and the resulting region from
applying the extractFace function.
extractface : Interval Region ⇥ Time ! 2RegionXRegion
Once the faces are extracted from the aligned interval regions,
each pair of faces, respectively from each interval region, are tested
for intersection (lines 16). In Figure 7a, the extracted faces at the
earlier time boundary for IR1 and IR2 intersect, as do their extracted
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Figure 7: Two intersecting interval regions. The region faces
are shaded at temporal boundaries to emphasize the presence
of the hole.

faces at the later time boundary. If two extracted faces from respective regions intersect at the earlier time boundary of two aligned
interval regions and the extracted faces corresponding to their mappings at the later time boundary also intersect (line 17), it follows
that the region r corresponding to the intersection of those faces
exists across the time interval (this test is in line 18). Clearly, in
Figure 7a, the intersection of the extracted faces of IR1 and IR2
exists across the time interval. Thus, the existence of r must be
recorded in the result interval region.
When recording that a face exists in the result interval region,
it is important to recall that structural regions contain only simple regions as components, therefore, the intersection of two extracted faces cannot be directly recorded since it may contain holes
or multiple faces. Instead, the original faces as they existed before
extraction are stored (lines 19-20). Hole structures will be computed later in the algorithm to occlude the necessary portions of
the faces. For example, Figure 7b shows the extracted faces of IR1
and IR2 that exist at the temporal boundaries of the result region,
but the intersection of the original faces, shown in Figure 7c are
actually stored in the structural regions of the result interval region.
Note that the intersection of the original faces may contain multiple faces; in such a case, a decision must be made as to which face
in the source region maps to which face in the destination region.
Various methods of making this assignment exist, for example, assigning regions that overlap the most, but we leave the choice of
method as a domain specific choice, and use the assign function to
indicate that an assignment is made (line 21). Another important
note is that the intersection of two faces may result in a point or a
line. Such a case may indicate a face fading from existence over
an interval, and is allowed. Finally, result interval region mapping
is updated (line 23) and the resulting components are stored in the
result interval region (lines 24-25).
In summary, the portion of the intersection algorithm that deals
with faces proceeds by identifying pairs of faces from the earlier
time boundaries of interval regions that both exist after extracting
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Figure 8: A face (a) and a hole (b) defining a structural region,
and the result of computing the extractFace function (c).

them, that both intersect, and whose mapped structures at the opposing time boundary also intersect. Once such pairs are identified,
the intersections of the original faces at each time boundary are
computed, stored in the resulting interval region, and the resulting
interval region’s mapping is updated to reflect the motion of the
faces across the interval region.
Once the faces of the resulting interval region are computed, the
holes must be computed (lines 27-39). The process for computing
holes in the result interval region is similar to that of computing
faces, with two exceptions: i) each input region’s holes are processed separately, and ii) the smallest portions of the input hole
structures that are required to properly occlude portions of faces
are kept in the result regions. Point (ii) differs from the handling of
faces since faces in the result region are computed as the intersection of faces that are un-occluded by any holes (lines 19-20) .
A hole from an input interval region will only by included in
the result interval region if it interacts with some face during the
duration of its corresponding interval. Furthermore, only the portion of the hole that interacts with the face will be included in the
final result. Thus, each hole at the earlier boundary of an input region, say IR1 , is tested to see if it interacts with one of the faces,
or a point or line that maps to a face, from earlier boundary of the
faces computed to be included in the result interval region (lines
30-31). A hole will only exist over an interval if it interacts with
faces (or points and lines mapped to a face) at both time boundaries, so its mapped face at the opposing time boundary is also
tested for intersection with the mapped face of any face with which
it interacts (lines 32-33). For example, in Figure 7, the hole in IR1
intersects a face in the result interval region, and the corresponding
mapped hole at the later time boundary intersects (at a point) with
the mapped face of the face with which it intersects at the earlier
boundary.
Once a hole has been identified as belonging to the intersection
of two interval regions, it must be stored in the result region. To
determine that hole interacts with a face, the geometry defining the
hole is intersected with the geometry defining a face; the result is
possibly multiple geometries, each corresponding to a hole that occludes a portion of a face. Again, as with faces, multiple geometries
may exist at both time boundaries for a hole, and a decision must
be made as to which hole geometries map to which other hole geometries at the opposing boundary. Again, we use the assign function to make this decision, leaving the details as a domain specific
decision (lines 34-35). The mapping of the result interval region
is updated with the hole geometries (line 37), and the geometries
are stored in their respective sets in the boundary structural regions
(lines 38-39). The process is then repeated for holes in the other
input interval region (line 41). Figure 7d shows the resulting holes
from performing this process on IR1 and IR2 . The resulting interval
region contains the faces in Figure 7c and the holes in Figure 7d.
The faces and holes shown together with their mappings are in Figure 7e. The interpretation of the resulting interval region is shown
in Figure 7f.

The decision to keep portions of faces occluded by holes in the
result interval region from an intersection is necessary since structural regions contain simple regions as faces, and thus, must have
portions occluded by separate hole geometries rather than representing them as part of the face geometry. The decision to keep
only the portions of holes that directly occlude a portion of a face
in the result interval region of an intersection is required due to the
interpretation of structural regions: the existence of faces add to the
area covered by a structural region, but the existence of holes takes
away area covered by the structural region. If a portion of a hole is
kept that does not directly occlude a portion of a face, then a face
added later by a user might unexpectedly have an occlusion from
the portion of the hole that did not occlude any of the original faces.
One of the goals of the CMR model is to define algorithms that
rely on 2-dimensional operations whenever possible. This goal is
achieved in the moving region intersection algorithm; note that the
only true 3-dimensional operations are the movement functions,
which are available in the literature, a triangle/triangle intersection
operation, a rather simple operation in 3-dimensions, and the function used to break an interval region into smaller intervals, again a
rather simplistic operation. All other operations are 2-dimensional
operations, including region/region intersection. Many solutions to
the region/region intersection problem exist, many taking O(n lg n+
k) time complexity, where k is the number of line segment intersections. Therefore, the major factors contributing to the overall
time complexity of the moving region intersection algorithm are
the 3D triangle/triangle intersection algorithm, and the nested for
loops used to compute all pairs of faces from the input regions,
and all pairs of holes from an input region and faces from the result interval region; a naive implementation of this functionality results in O(n2 ) time complexity, where n is the number of input line
segments, for the nested loops and triangle/triangle intersection, respectively. Spatial partitioning techniques can reduce the time complexity of those portions of the algorithm O(n lg n) in many cases.
Thus, the total time complexity for intersecting two moving regions
with n input line segments is O(n2 ) for naive implementations, and
O(n lg n) + k using spatial decomposition techniques.

6.
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EXAMPLE

In order to illustrate the power and ease of object representation
in the CMR model, we end with an example using the illustrations
in Figure 9. Assume a user is collecting rain cloud objects from
radar images. At time t1 , a single rain cloud is detected (face (a)
in Figure 9a). At time t2 no rain clouds appear. Because the user
is a domain expert, and has access to other data sources, the user
discovers through weather stations that rain actually fell in a pattern over the time interval such that face (a) dissipated, eventually
vanishing in a line structure (c) and a point structure (e). Therefore,
the user adds the line and point structure to the structural region at
time T2 , and updates the interval region mapping with a ! c and
a ! e. Effectively, a heat island-like effect in which a rain cloud
splits is observed. Finally, the user notices that a hole in the rain
cloud must have formed over the interval (again, by incorporating
other data sources). The hole appears in the middle of the interval, begins small, and grows larger as it translates in space. The
user then adds point (b) to the source region and hole (d) to the
destination region, and updates the mapping with b ! d. This extremely complex motion pattern is easily described by a user who is
not necessarily computationally proficient, but has expert domain
knowledge. Furthermore, in the slice representation model, this
scene would require multiple intervals, and the user cannot simply
draw the beginning and end of the motion, but must draw many intermediate steps at each interval. In the case of Figure 9a, the full
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Input: Two interval regions, IR1 and IR2 , with identical time
boundaries
Output: An interval region IRr containing the intersection of
IR1 and IR2
Let IRr = (Sr , Dr , Mr , Tsr , Tdr );
Let Sr = (Fsr , Hsr , Lsr , Psr );
Let Dr = (Fdr , Hdr , L
, P );
Sdr dr
Set Tri m f (IR1 ) m f (IR2 );
Get T
All intersection times of pairs of triangles in Tri;
M1 , M2
align moving regions IR1 , IR2 using Algorithm 1
with set of times T;
Get Tlist
A sorted list of set of times in T;
for (i = 0; i <| T | 1; i + +) do
if T(i), T(i+1) forms an interval IR01 in M1 and IR02 in M2
then
IR01 = (S1 , D1 , M1 , Ts1 , Td1 );
IR02 = (S2 , D2 , M2 , Ts2 , Td2 );
X = {((Q1 , O f 1 ), .....(Qn , O f n ))} extractface(IR01 ,
T1 );
Y = {((R1 , Oe1 ), .....(Rn , Oen ))} extractface(IR02 ,
T1 );
foreach (Q, O f ) 2 X do
foreach (R, Oe) 2 Y do
A = intersect(Q, R);
B = intersect(extractface(M1 (O f ))),
extractface( (M2 (Oe))));
if A, B 6= 0/ then
A0 = intersect(O f , Oe);
B0 = intersect(M1 (O f ), M2 (Oe));
C = {(a1 , b1 ), . . . (an , bn )}
Assign(A0 , B0 );
foreach (a, b) 2 C do
Mr (a) = b;
Place a in its appropriate set in SR
(faces, points, or lines);
Place b in its appropriate set in DR
(faces, points, or lines);
Let S1 = (Fs1 , Hs1 , Ls1 , Ps1 );
Let D1 = (Fd1 , Hd1 , Ld1 , Pd1 );
Let Sr = (Fsr , Hsr , Lsr , Psr );
Let Dr = (Fdr , Hdr , Ldr , Pdr );
foreach hole h 2 Hs1 do
foreach face
f 2 Fsr [ {g = Mr 1 (e 2 Fdr ) ^ e 2 Psr [ Lsr } do
A = intersect(h,f);
B = intersect(M1 (h), Mr ( f ));
if A, B 6= 0/ then
C = {(a1 , b1 ), . . . (an , bn )}
Assign(A, B);
foreach (a, b) 2 C do
Mr (a) = b;
Place a in its appropriate set in SR
(faces, points, or lines);
Place b in its appropriate set in DR
(faces, points, or lines);
Repeat previous loop using Hs2 and M2 ;
Algorithm 2: Algorithm for computing the intersection of two
moving regions under the CMR model.

operation was included due to space limitations, union, difference,
and topological predicates are computed similarly.
Future work includes implementing a full algebra on the CMR
model, and extending the model to include moving lines and moving points.
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Figure 9: Two CMR model moving regions (a and b), their
alignment instants (c), and their intersection (d). The shaded
simple regions are faces, the non-shaded simple regions are
holes.
interval region definition is:
/ LS = 0,
/ PS = {b}),t1 )
S := ((FS = {a}, HS = 0,
/ HD = {d}, LD = {c}, PD = {e}),t2 )
D := ((FD = 0,
M := {a ! c, a ! e, b ! d}

Finally, the user may wish to find the portions of the rain cloud
that affects the county shown in Figure 9b. As per the intersection
algorithm, the regions are aligned. Figure 9c shows the alignment
instants, and only the structures involved in the intersection. Because the earlier alignment points only involve a hole and a face
being intersected, nothing is retained in the result at those instants.
Figure 9d shows the result of the intersection and the time instants
of the resulting intervals. The view is also expanded for clarity.

7.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we defined the CMR model of moving regions at
the abstract and discrete levels. The CMR model is designed from
its inception to focus on the representation of moving regions at interval boundaries. This decision aligns with data collection mechanisms, such as imagery and video, which are based on timestamped
images. The portions in between interval boundaries are interpolated using a general motion function. The result is that creating
data for the CMR model is similar to creating temporally static regions; users can control the level of detail of motion by creating
more or fewer interval boundaries. Furthermore, domain experts
without computational expertise can create data objects without
having to manually interpolate in between snapshots.
The decision to focus on interval boundaries in the CMR model
has the added benefit of allowing operations to focus on interval
boundaries as well. Thus, complex operations, such as moving region intersection, are reduced to the problem of finding when intervals should be introduced into a result region, extracting temporally static regions from input regions, and computing 2-d spatial
operations on the extracted regions. Although only the intersection
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